The Earth and the Compass

Summary
Students make a water compass by using a needle and a bar magnet.

Main Core Tie
Science - 5th Grade
Standard 3 Objective 2

Time Frame
1 class periods of 45 minutes each

Group Size
Pairs

Materials
For the Student: (Groups of 2)
1 sewing needle
1 1-inch square piece of styrofoam (such as a meat package)
Bowl of water
1 bar magnet
1 compass

Make available for student use:
paper clips
liquid other than water (rubbing alcohol, oil, etc...)
magnets of various strengths
needles of various sizes

Background for Teachers
The Earth has minerals that are naturally magnetic. The mineral magnetite is a natural magnet and is found in Greek writings as early as 800 B.C. The compass was the first use of magnetism and some people believe it was first used in China. Others believe that the magnet was invented by Italians or Arabs.

In 1600, William Gilbert of England said that the Earth itself is a magnet. In 1800, Michael Faraday discovered that all iron objects could become magnetic to a greater or lesser degree.

If a magnet is suspended so that it can rotate freely, one end will seek magnetic north and the other end magnetic south. This is the basis of using a magnet to find direction. If iron filings are sprinkled over a magnet, they will cling to the magnet in a definite pattern.

There are many kinds of compasses. In a mariner's compass, the liquid is a non freezable mixture of alcohol and water or glycerin and water. This mixture floats a card marked with the degrees of direction. Several magnets are fastened to the card. The students' water compass is a much simplified version of this compass.

Intended Learning Outcomes
Observe and report observations.
Plan and conduct simple experiments.
Formulate simple research questions.
Predict results.
Instructional Procedures

Explain to the students that each group is going to make a water compass. Provide students with the historical information about compasses included in the background information for this activity.

Explain and demonstrate the directions for making a compass.
- Stroke the needle across the magnet, in one direction only.
- Float the Styrofoam on the water and gently lay the needle on top of the Styrofoam.

Direct the students to observe the needle. You may wish to have the students write their observations of the movement of the needle.

Compare the water compass with those made by other groups. How are they similar? How are they different?

Direct the students to compare their water compass to a pocket compass. How are they similar? How are they different?

Ask the students what variables could be changed in their compass making activity. [needle size, magnet strength, different liquids, or paper clips instead of needles].

Have each pair of students design an experiment testing a variable. Have them predict the result and justify their predictions.

Have the student pairs conduct their experiments.
- Let the student groups share their findings with the class.
- Discuss the results. What materials make the most effective compass?
- Discuss how a magnet works. What makes the needle point north?
- Have each group hold a magnet close to their compasses. What happens? [The needle is attracted to the magnet.] Why? [Magnets effect the needle at close distances. Earth’s magnetic field affects the needle at great distances. Magnets close to a compass override the Earth’s effect on the needle.]
- Ask the students how the Earth’s magnet field compares to the magnetic field of a magnet.

Assessment Plan

Ask the students to answer the following two questions:
- How does a compass work?
- Why does the needle of a compass point toward a magnet when the magnet is put close to the compass?

Use the rubric below to correct their answers.

Rubrics

Science Writing Rubric
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